Suzuki grand vitara 2010

Though it's outclassed in many areas, the Suzuki Grand Vitara still represents an interesting
alternative to other compact SUVs, especially if you're on a tight budget. The compact
crossover SUV market is a crowded field. For smaller automakers, it's easy for their offerings to
get lost in the morass of choices, especially when the segment's front-runners seem so firmly
entrenched. The Suzuki Grand Vitara has some potential to squeeze its way into the limelight,
but its limited dealer network and relative obscurity seem to be keeping it off center stage. And
that's really too bad, since the Grand Vitara represents a rather good value. It's priced about a
couple thousand dollars below comparably equipped Honda CR-Vs and Toyota RAV4s, yet you
also get a long list of standard features and a long ,mile powertrain warranty. The Suzuki is also
unusual in that it's available with dual-range four-wheel drive for a bit of added off-road
capability. After a midcycle refresh last year, the Suzuki Grand Vitara remains mostly
unchanged. To Suzuki's credit, the revisions remedy some of the Grand Vitara's shortcomings
we pointed out in a recent test-drive. Navigation is now standard for all models, while Bluetooth
and an auxiliary audio jack are available on most trim levels. These items were either previously
unavailable or were dealer-installed options. For the added coin, the CR-V delivers a more
comfortable cabin and refinement, while the RAV4 packs more engine punch and offers a
third-row seat. As such, the Grand Vitara ends up being a mid-pack player in this segment. But
if value is important, this Suzuki could be worth a look. V6-equipped trims come only in XSport
and Limited. New for , all Grand Vitara models receive a removable Garmin navigation unit
mounted atop the dash. The Premium trim includes all of the base features and adds privacy
glass, a hard-shelled spare wheel cover and a cargo cover. Premium 4WD models also get
heated sideview mirrors. A new Premium Special Edition trim level joins the lineup this year and
adds inch alloy wheels, expanded navigation services real-time traffic, movie times, low price
fuel finder and weather , a six-CD changer and an auxiliary audio jack. Those who spring for the
fully loaded Limited model will get inch alloy wheels, leather upholstery, heated front seats,
silver and wood print interior trim and additional speakers for the audio system. The
corresponding trim levels on V6-powered models are almost identical to their four-cylinder
counterparts, but the V6 XSport comes with inch alloy wheels, while the Limited has standard
inch wheels. Options include a rear back-up camera with rearview mirror display and Bluetooth
on all trims except the base models. In addition, the XSport models can be fitted with an
Appearance package, which adds a side step and textured fender flares. Two engine choices
are available for the Suzuki Grand Vitara. The 2. A more substantial 3. Rear-wheel drive is
standard, and all trims except for the Base can be optioned with four-wheel drive. The
four-mode system's neutral N setting allows the Grand Vitara to be flat-towed behind a
recreational vehicle without mileage accumulation. A recent test of a four-cylinder, rear-drive
Grand Vitara revealed fairly leisurely acceleration numbers. This particular Suzuki required Fuel
economy estimates for the Suzuki Grand Vitara are average for the segment. The Suzuki Grand
Vitara's standard safety features include stability control, traction control, antilock disc brakes,
full-length side curtain airbags and front-seat side impact airbags. In government crash tests,
Suzuki's SUV earned four stars out of five in frontal-impact protection for both driver and
passenger. Side-impact tests resulted in a perfect five-star rating for both front and rear
occupants. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety awarded the Grand Vitara its highest
rating of "Good" in the frontal-offset test and the second-highest rating of "Acceptable" in the
side test. In Edmunds brake testing, the Grand Vitara had a very short mph stopping distance of
feet. Around town, the Suzuki Grand Vitara is a decent choice for shuttling kids and tackling the
daily commute. On longer trips, though, a lack of ride refinement and firmer seats get tiresome
after a few hours. Wind noise is well-quieted, though road noise is noticeable at highway
speeds. The four-cylinder engine grows a bit too loud at full throttle and lacks the refinement
found in other SUVs; the V6 and its five-speed automatic will likely be worth the extra cost for
many people. Given the Grand Vitara's ability to pull double duty as a city commuter yet
navigate off-road terrain as a compact SUV, there are some concessions to be made.
Road-holding grip is noticeably low, requiring gentle inputs when cornering at the limit. The
alternatives from Honda and Toyota feel noticeably more stable and carlike in comparison.
Though it won't win any awards for design, the five-passenger Grand Vitara has a nice-looking
interior, with flowing lines and gauges set in simulated aluminum trim. The lighted red displays
on the center stack are well-placed and easy to read, but they lack the kind of visual panache
found in other SUVs. The standard Garmin navigation is a welcome addition this year, and its
removable design should make it appealing for adventure seekers. It is, however, more difficult
to operate and reach than conventional built-in systems. The sleek and attractive cabin is roomy
for a compact SUV, but the Grand Vitara is lacking in interior storage compartments. So while
passengers will be relatively comfy, they won't have many places to stash their belongings.
Also, the Limited's leather upholstery looks good, but it isn't as comfortable as the cloth seats

found in the Base and XSport models. One drawback to the cargo bay is the rear door, which is
hinged on the passenger side, complicating curbside loading and unloading in North America,
anyway. Available styles include Premium 4dr SUV 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Suzuki Grand Vitara. Is it better to lease or buy
a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Lack of interior storage compartments,
right-hinged rear cargo door makes street-side loading a hassle, noisy engine, limited
long-distance comfort. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. For , the Suzuki Grand Vitara receives only minor changes to
its feature content, most notably a standard removable navigation system. The Premium Special
Edition debuts as a new midrange trim level, navigation is now standard across all trim levels,
Bluetooth is available on all but the base model and an auxiliary audio jack is now standard on
the XSport and higher trims. Read more. Write a review See all 16 reviews. Solid choice for low
price. This car is beyond our expectations. Love the GPS with bluetooth. We also find the
unlocking feature without the key very convenient. Our Honda CR-V was a big disappointment
compared to this car. Almost 8 years of ownership and it just turned 56, miles with no problems.
Being the base model, it has a 5 speed manual and rearwheel drive and that does the job. The
front seats are not very comfortable after an hour of sitting although I did add sheepskin seat
covers. I take it to a former Suzuki dealer 32 miles away for minor recalls and checkups. Still
looks good. I use synthetic oil and drive about 10, between changes. The side-opening rear gate
is perfect for me. Good cargo room. Since the last update I got a Buick Enclave but kept the
Suzuki. Read less. A Spectacular Build Quality and Comfort. Purchased the v6 2wd version
limited all loaded except the 4wd, i must say it is a great build! Keep up the good quality build
Suzuki it will catch on!. My wife and I bought this vehicle with 27, km we have only been driving
it for a short amount of time and have loved it so far. See all 16 reviews of the Used Suzuki
Grand Vitara. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of
Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed
this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the Grand Vitara. Sign Up. Heads up! Highlighted
items are for OEM wheels, the rest are replacement options. The market is the region where the
car was sold or is still being sold. Found a bug? Have a question about Suzuki Grand Vitara
wheel specs? Share your knowledge! Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment and tire size guide and
knowledge base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire size or rims Choose a tab
below to get fitment data for your vehicle or to find vehicles matching your criteria. By vehicle
what wheels will fit your car By tire size what vehicles use this tire size By rim size what
vehicles use this rim size Add Wheel Size Widget to your website New! Search by car make,
year and model. Make Year Model. Wheel Size Widget for your website! Page navigation by
markets: Heads up! Suzuki Grand Vitara 2. It is measured in millimeters. Some factory wheels
have a center bore that matches exactly with the hub to reduce vibration by keeping the wheel
centered. Rim width in x rim diameter in J is mounting flange type. ET35 is positive offset of
35mm. It is vital not to deviate too far from the offset of the wheel originally fitted to the vehicle.
PCD is measured in mm. Suzuki Grand Vitara 3. Suzuki Grand Vitara 1. See Alloy Wheel fitment
information for Suzuki Grand Vitara for other model years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us
with our new project TiresVote. Submit tire review. Your email was successfully sent. Notify
about the error in selected text Add your data and comments Send us the correct data Other.
The Good A four-wheel-drive system with a locking differential means the Suzuki Grand Vitara
can handle some rough stuff; integrating a Garmin GPS device into the dash is a cheap way to
get navigation. The Bad With only four speakers, the Grand Vitara's stereo delivers mediocre
audio quality. The engine and transmission lack any recent technology. A backup camera would
be nice. The Bottom Line The Suzuki Grand Vitara's main virtue is its four-wheel-drive system,
which gives it some off-road capability, and the integrated Garmin GPS keeps it from being a
total tech wash-out. Be respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic. We delete comments that
violate our policy , which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any
time at our discretion. Driving the Suzuki Grand Vitara feels like going back in time. Its boxy

shape hearkens back to truck-based SUVs, before all this crossover-madness hit. A simple
knob on the dashboard switches the four-wheel drive between high and locked high and locked
low, just a step beyond locking hubs. But the Grand Vitara isn't being consciously retro like the
Chevy Camaro ; it just hasn't been aggressively updated to modern standards. The stereo has
features that were current 10 years ago, and the automatic transmission only has five gears.
Cabin tech by Garmin The cabin's hard plastics indicate that the Grand Vitara is an economy
SUV, and the Limited trim version's fake wood trim in the door handles, perforated leather, and
manually adjustable seats do little to change that perception. Although the rear seat is big
enough for three people, legroom becomes nonexistent with the front seat pushed back, which
could be a problem for tall drivers with families. Cargo space seems ample, and we like the rear
cargo cover. The stereo doesn't deviate from the economy theme, using a mere four speakers
set into the doors. There is no disc changer or USB port, and certainly no onboard hard-drive
storage. Audio quality from this stereo didn't upset our viewpoint of the car; the four speakers
sent their muddled sound washing around our feet, with the only saving grace being an amp
that could spit out some reasonable bass. Just forget about qualities such as clarity or
separation. Speaking of saving graces, the Grand Vitara, at least in Limited trim, offers a few.
Audio controls on the steering wheel keep it from resting on the bottom of the barrel, and a
smart key raises it another rung. For a complete rundown of the Garmin's features and
performance, read our review of the Nuvi T. Suffice to say that it earned 3. What is worth talking
about is how Suzuki integrates the device with the Grand Vitara. Set into a plastic binnacle on
the dashboard, it pops open on a spring-loaded hatch. The Nuvi T rests in a Garmin dock, and
can be easily removed, although we found the hatch subtle enough that it wouldn't readily
attract thieves. With a second dock, or just a power cable, you could use the Nuvi T in other
cars. All audio from the device plays through the Grand Vitara's stereo. We were impressed
that, when it played route guidance directions or a phone call came in, the CD paused rather
than simply muted. But call quality through the Grand Vitara's speakers wasn't particularly
good, with plenty of breaks in the signal. Off-road scrambler With its independent suspension,
the Grand Vitara should have a carlike ride, but it still leans toward economy. It rocked and
rolled us driving along rough asphalt, making every fault in the road felt. The steering is tight
and responsive, but we almost wish it were dialed down. As the suspension reacted to rougher
pavement we had to make constant corrections, not something we want to do for hours at a
time driving down the freeway. Although the Grand Vitara is not particularly tall, it does feel a
little tippy when going around corners, so we wouldn't recommend if for lead-footed drivers.
That said, it does have stability control standard, which should help keep it upright. Suzuki
opted for a relatively small engine in the car, a 3. Though it's no powerhouse, it proved perfectly
adequate for the Grand Vitara, with reasonable fuel economy at an EPA-rated 17 mpg city and
23 mpg highway. During our testing on city and mountain roads, and freeways, we came in at
That engine is mated to a five-speed automatic, a slightly primitive gearbox that occasionally
hunted for the right gear. This transmission doesn't allow manual shifting, but it does have
three low ranges. The only place where the Grand Vitara gets interesting is in its
four-wheel-drive system. With a dial on the dashboard, you can lock the center differential and
choose between high and low modes. Descent control is also available at the push of a button.
Locking the four-wheel drive and descent control helps the Grand Vitara out off-road. We put
the Grand Vitara through a small dirt course that incorporated mud puddles, deep ruts,
descents, and ascents. With highway tires, we didn't expect it to climb walls, and the
suspension isn't built for serious articulation, but the four-wheel drive did what it was supposed
to. Even with partial traction loss in a mud puddle, the loose wheel continued to dig in as the
other wheels helped push the Grand Vitara through. Up a dry, rutted road, the car scrambled,
maintaining traction reasonably well. Using the descent control, the Grand Vitara built up a little
more speed than we would have liked, but it stopped without much slip when we put on the
brakes. At the bottom of the lineup is a rear-wheel-drive model with a 2. As the fuel economy
improvement is only minor with the smaller engine, we would recommend the V-6, and there is
little point to the car unless you get it with 4WD. As for cabin tech, the Grand Vitara would have
scored ver
youtube ion
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y low if it wasn't for the borrowed tech of the Garmin T. However, that Garmin unit isn't the best
we've tested. It is well integrated with the Grand Vitara, although we still favor true in-dash
systems. The stereo was mediocre, and this SUV really could have used a backup camera. The
power train doesn't take advantage of any new technologies, but we do like that Suzuki went

with a smallish V-6, to optimize fuel economy. A five-speed transmission is almost difficult to
find in this era of six gears and beyond. We give the Grand Vitara credit for its four-wheel-drive
system, which goes beyond merely shunting torque between front and rear axles, actually
giving you control for rugged terrain. April 14, a. Pricing Unavailable. Get Price. Cabin tech 6.
Performance tech 5. Design 5. Roadshow Suzuki Suzuki Grand Vitara. Best Cars See all
Chrysler Pacifica. Ford Bronco? Nope, this is a cleverly disguised Suzuki Jimny. Suzuki's
V-Strom goes high-tech in high style. Discuss Suzuki Grand Vitara.

